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Abstract

Purpose Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) is a novel

tomographic radiation-free imaging technique that combi-

nes high spatial resolution and real-time capabilities,

making it a promising tool to guide vascular interventions.

Immediate availability of 3D image data is a major

advantage over the presently used digital subtraction

angiography (DSA), but new methods for real-time image

analysis and visualization are also required to take full

advantage of the MPI properties. This laboratory study

illustrates respective techniques by means of three different

patient-specific 3D vascular flow models.

Material and Methods The selected models corresponded

to typical anatomical intervention sites. Routine patient

cases and image data were selected, relevant vascular ter-

ritories segmented, 3D models generated and then 3D-

printed. Printed models were used to perform case-specific

MPI imaging. The resulting MPI images, direct volume

rendering (DVR)-based fast 3D visualization options, and

their suitability to advance vascular interventions were

evaluated and compared to conventional DSA.

Results The experiments illustrated the feasibility and

potential to enhance image interpretation during interven-

tions by using MPI real-time volumetric imaging and

problem-tailored DVR-based fast (approximately 30

frames/s) 3D visualization options. These options included

automated viewpoint selection and cutaway views. The

image enhancement potential is especially relevant for

complex geometries (e.g., in the presence of superposed

vessels).

Conclusion The unique features of the as-yet preclinical

imaging modality MPI render it promising for guidance of

vascular interventions. Advanced fast DVR could help to

fulfill this promise by intuitive visualization of the 3D

intervention scene in real time.
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Introduction

Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) is a radiation-free tomo-

graphic imaging technique that uses superparamagnetic

iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIOs) as tracer [1]. By

exploiting the magnetization behavior of SPIOs, magnetic

fields can be utilized to reconstruct 3D MPI images of

spatial tracer distributions at scan rates of up to 46 frames

per second. Detection of the magnetic particles can be

performed with good spatial resolution (\1 mm), high

sensitivity and high signal-to-noise ratio [2]. Furthermore,

in an early animal experiment, Weizenecker et al. [3]

proved applicability of MPI in vivo using a clinically

approved MRI contrast agent (Resovist/Ferucarbotran) as

tracer substance.

Based on these unique properties, MPI has emerged as a

promising tool in biomedical imaging. Its ability to quan-

titatively assess 3D tracer dynamics with high temporal

resolution qualifies MPI as a favorable future modality for

real-time vascular imaging. First steps toward clinical

implementation in interventional medicine have been

described in proof-of-principle studies that demonstrated

feasibility of engineering a tracer-coated catheter suit-

able for use in vascular interventions [4] and differentiated

tracer-coated devices and tracer-marked fluid in a vessel

phantom [5]. The envisioned application in [5] was to

simultaneously visualize and encode, for example, vascular

tree/the blood pool and instruments during intervention

using different colors to facilitate navigation and instru-

ment localization; this is referred to as multi-color (multi-

spectral) MPI. Moreover, the strong magnetic fields in MPI

scanners could even be used to apply torques and forces on

magnetic catheters [6].

However, the clinical gold standard for vascular imag-

ing in interventional medicine is currently digital subtrac-

tion angiography (DSA) with time-controlled X-rays. The

major disadvantages of this are well known: the risk of the

ionizing radiation dose, and the difficult spatial interpre-

tation of complex vascular geometries, due to insufficient

depth information and superposed projections of different

structures. Proposed approaches to enhance intra-procedu-

ral vascular visualization are fusion of fluoroscopic images

with pre-procedurally acquired computed tomography

angiography (CTA) or magnetic resonance angiography

(MRA) datasets. The resulting 3D roadmapping has been

shown to reduce the radiation dose, procedure length and

volume of injected contrast agent for vascular interventions

by reducing the need for repeated DSA runs [7–10].

However, 2D-to-3D image registration is susceptible to

patient movements and overlay accuracy is limited by

respiratory and cardiac motion as well as device-related

vessel deformation.

In contrast, MPI is neither dependent on external image

data nor dependent on application of error-prone co-reg-

istration. Using multi-color MPI, a dynamic 3D vessel

roadmap and medical device positions can be simultane-

ously captured with high temporal resolution. As MPI is

radiation-free, imaging can be performed continuously

during intervention, ensuring gapless monitoring of tracer-

coated devices and intervention success. This, in turn,

offers ideal conditions for online as well as retrospective

quality assurance of interventions.

However, MPI scanners are still in a preclinical state

and application is limited to phantoms and small animals.

With a focus on cardiovascular interventions, Herz et al.

[11] recently pointed out that especially current MPI

visualization latencies preclude clinical application. Yet,

they also showed that the latencies can be sufficiently

reduced to allow real-time visualization of at least 2D

projections of vascular structures and instruments.

As such, to fully exploit the potential of interventional

MPI, we consider it similarly essential to develop suit-

able visualization frameworks to provide precise but also

intuitively interpretable representations of the complex

spatio-temporal (i.e., 3D ? time) MPI data that meet

practical needs in endovascular real-time navigation. This

laboratory study aims to illustrate opportunities opened up

by combining MPI image information with advanced

visualization options, in our case direct volume rendering

(DVR). To demonstrate presumed benefits of MPI real-

time 3D visualization, real-time MPI imaging of patient-

specific vasculature models corresponding to typical

anatomical intervention sites was performed. This enabled

a realistic comparison with conventional imaging and

image impression.

Materials and Methods

Selection of Use Cases and Patient Data

Three clinical use cases were defined with regard to clinical

relevance and assumed added value through improved

intra-procedural visualization of the associated vascular

site. Corresponding patient cases were selected from a pool

of anonymized CT and flat panel CT datasets.

The first case comprised a sacciform aneurysm located

at the carotid siphon of the internal carotid artery (ICA), a

typical site for endovascular coiling. The second case

covered segments M1 and M2 of the middle cerebral artery

(MCA), i.e., the most common site of occlusion in

thrombotic cerebral ischemia [12] and a typical site for

mechanical thrombectomy. The third case covered the

hepatic vascular system, where a common intervention is

transarterial chemoembolization to selectively occlude
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pathologic tumor parent arteries [13]. For further details,

see Table 1.

Workflow, Part I: From Clinical Image Data

to Patient-Specific MPI Imaging

The study workflow is summarized in Fig. 1. To enable for

patient-specific acquisition of MPI image data with cur-

rently available preclinical MPI scanners, a 3D-printed

model of the relevant vascular territory was generated as

the starting point (Fig. 1, panels A–C). This comprised

semi-manual vessel segmentation using the original clini-

cal image data (Table 1) and conversion of the segmenta-

tion data into triangulated surface models and standard

tessellation language (STL) files, using the software 3D

Slicer1 [14]. Refinement and adjustments of the generated

surface models (surface smoothing, attachment of tube

connections and holding devices required for subsequent

workflow steps) were performed using Blender.2 3D

printing of the resulting vasculature models was completed

by a stereolithography laser printer (Form 2, Formlabs,

Somerville, USA; printing resolution: 0.05 mm; materials:

Formlabs Form 2 Clear Resin).

As denoted in Figs. 1D–E, the printed 3D models were

connected to a flow system. This system consisted of a

water pump (DC Runner 5.1, Aqua Medic, Bissendorf,

Germany), an aqua tank and an angiographic catheter used

for tracer injection (Radifocus Optitorque, Terumo, Som-

erset, USA). The models were then positioned in the MPI

scanner (Bruker Biospin GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany).

Subsequently, a 1.5 ml tracer bolus of Resovist (108 mg/

ml) was injected and MPI data acquisition started. Applied

flow rates during scanning ranged between 160 and

200 ml/min, approximately resembling physiological

blood flow rates [15, 16]. Data were acquired using a

selection gradient field of 1.5 T/m and a drive field of

14 mT. Measurements were repeated multiple times to

ensure reproducibility.

Workflow, Part II: MPI Image Reconstruction

and 3D DVR-Based Visualization

Image reconstruction (Fig. 1F) was based on a system

function approach [17] and using an online MPI recon-

struction framework [18]. Resulting voxel resolution of the

individual frames was 2 9 2 9 1 mm3 (field-of-view:

50 9 50 9 25 mm3); imaging frequency was 46 frames/s.

To overcome limitations of typical slice-wise represen-

tation of the image information and/or multiplanar recon-

struction, we implemented direct volume rendering (DVR)-

based visualization variants using the visualization toolkit

VTK.3 The principle of volume rendering is summarized in

Fig. 2. In addition, standard DVR-based MPI image visu-

alization was augmented by problem-tailored online image

analysis and visualization options:

Dynamic Build-Up of a 3D Roadmap

To enhance image series interpretability and to form the

basis of the subsequent analysis steps, a 3D roadmap of the

vascular geometry was built up by piecewise image accu-

mulation of the bolus motion during its first throughflow

cycle. A vessel centerline was extracted from the final 3D

roadmap using the VMTK library.4

Auto-Focus on Target Area Structures and Instrument

Position

Superposed vessels along the view rays impede scene

interpretability due to resulting occlusions. Based on the

1 www.slicer.org
2 www.blender.org

3 www.vtk.org
4 www.vmtk.org

Table 1 Overview of considered anatomic structures, original image dataset characteristics, typical interventions and associated intervention-

related challenges for each structure

Model Anatomic structure Original

imaging

modality

Voxel resolution of

original image data

Typical associated

intervention

Assumed intervention-specific

challenge

1 Internal carotid artery

aneurysm (saccular

shape)

FP-CT 0.1 9 0.1 9 0.1 mm3 Endovascular coiling Precise placement of coils

2 Middle cerebral artery

(segment M1/M2)

FP-CT 0.1 9 0.1 9 0.1 mm3 Mechanical

thrombectomy

Fast and safe navigation to

occlusion site

3 Proper hepatic artery CE-CT 0.87 9 0.87 9 1 mm3 Transarterial

chemoembolization

Precise intra-operative catheter

alignment along vessel course

FP-CT flat panel computed tomography, CE-CT contrast-enhanced computed tomography
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centerline representation of the vascular geometry and

known instrument/target position, a cutaway view was

implemented that ignores ray tracing contributions by

vessels and voxel that are too distant from the target

structure centerline(s).

Automated Viewpoint Optimization

To further facilitate instrument navigation, an automated

viewpoint and virtual camera position optimization were

implemented. This maximized visibility of the geometry

centerline segments connecting instrument tip and target

position, i.e., the remaining path of the instrument during

intervention.

Comparison of MPI DVR and Conventional MIP

Visualization

To qualitatively compare MPI DVR data visualization with

conventional image representation, maximum-intensity

projections (MIP) were derived from the clinical use case

image datasets. The focus of the evaluation was the visi-

bility of relevant use case-specific anatomical details.

A B C

D E

F

H

G

Fig. 1 Study workflow.

Segmented vessels for each use

case (A) were transformed into

polygon meshes of the vessel

geometry and a corresponding

3D model (B). The vascular

model was 3D-printed (C) with

transparent resin, allowing

visual control of the vessel

geometry. The printed models

were connected to a flow system

and placed in the MPI scanner

(D–E). Image reconstruction

was performed online (F), and
the reconstructed image datasets

processed (pipeline shown in

G) and visualized (H)
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Results

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 illustrate MPI DVR visualization for

the considered use cases; corresponding videos represent-

ing the flow dynamics are provided as supplemental

materials. Subsequent observations are based on visual

inspection and image perception by the authors and are

therefore subjective. To allow the reader to get a more

detailed idea, the source code and the MPI data are avail-

able at https://github.com/IPMI-ICNS-UKE/MPI-DVR.

Frame rates of the DVR visualization depend on various

parameters such as the size of the display window or the

MPI image size. Mean rates of the provided source code

(not run-time optimized) were in the order of 30 frames/s

on a standard PC (Intel Core i5-7300HQ CPU 2.5 GHz,

8 GB RAM, GeForce GTX 1050 Ti), fulfilling real-time

requirements.

Visualization of ICA Aneurysm

Figure 3 illustrates that time-resolved 3D bolus visualiza-

tion of the dynamic MPI data allowed for intuitive quali-

tative assessment of the flow distribution within the

aneurysm and the parent artery. In particular, the mor-

phological shape of the aneurysm and the demarcation

between parent artery and aneurysm neck, which plays an

important role in the clinical context, were clearly visible

using volume-rendered visualization. This is in contrast to

standard anterior–posterior 2D MIP data visualization.

MCA Visualization

Similar to the first use case, MPI DVR permitted rapid

visual assessment of bolus dynamics and flow distribution.

The 3D roadmap enabled accurate characterization of the

vessel geometry (Fig. 4). Yet, the applied default DVR

viewpoint and visualization did not allow the observer to

estimate the spatial distance between the virtual guide wire

tip and target position (Fig. 6A; no catheter movement

simulated). Here, automated viewpoint optimization

proved its potential by adjustment of the DVR virtual

camera position in order to maximize the visible centerline

length between the guide wire tip and target location for

different viewing angles (Fig. 6B). After optimization, the

vessel segment of interest was accurately displayed.

Hepatic Artery Visualization

DVR visualization of the vascular branches of the hepatic

artery revealed their spatial course (Fig. 5). However,

intuitive interpretability of the complex vascular geometry

was affected by partial volume artifacts and superposed

vessels. Figure 5I, J illustrates respective benefit when

applying the developed centerline-based cutaway view.

This results in a visualization that is restricted to the rel-

evant structures: a virtual guide wire tip and the targeted

vessel area. In addition, Fig. 6E–I again illustrates the

advantages of automated viewpoint. Note that, as with the

other use cases, the corresponding tools only become

effective by combining real-time volumetric imaging,

image visualization and image analysis.

Discussion

In the current laboratory study, DVR was introduced as a

3D visualization option capable of rendering temporal

volumetric MPI image sequences in real time.

The suitability of combining MPI imaging and DVR-

based visualization to enhance intuitive image and scene

interpretation during vascular intervention was illustrated

by three selected real-patient vascular geometries. Also

implemented were problem-tailored image analysis and

visualization options (centerline-based 3D roadmap build-

up; cutaway views; automated viewpoint and camera

positioning optimization) to augment standard DVR-based

image visualization. These options countered the existing

challenges in endovascular interventions: estimation of

spatial distances (which appear distorted when projected
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Fig. 2 Principle of direct volume rendering (DVR), here: volume ray

casting. Originating from a virtual camera in front of the desired 2D

output image, view rays are sent through the image pixels into the

scene to be visualized—in this case the reconstructed 3D MPI image

volume. The ray is sampled throughout the volume, and the image

intensity values at the sampling points are converted to RGBA (red,

green, blue, alpha; common color model) values via a transfer

function. The accumulated RGBA values determine the final 2D

output image. The reconstructed 3D image volume can be virtually

rotated or moved before sending the rays to traverse the scene. This

enables visualization of the structures of interest (vascular geometries

in this image) from different perspectives and viewpoints
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onto two dimensions) and navigation at vessel bifurcations

(especially in the presence of superposed vessels).

Major limitations of our study are directly related to its

character as a proof-of-concept study. The three patient

cases were selected to represent typical intervention sites;

however, no real-time intervention was performed and the

selected scenarios do not allow demonstrating the efficacy

of DVR-based visualization during cardiovascular inter-

ventions in general.

Moreover, the study was aimed only at qualitative

illustration of feasibility and suitability, with the subjective

assessment of the images performed by the authors. A

comprehensive and quantitative evaluation of the visual-

ization options in a scenario closer to the clinical reality is

regarded as the next step. In order to further improve the

developed tools, this would comprise the use of clinical

DSA data (instead of retrospectively computed MIP ima-

ges) and detailed analysis of related clinical working pro-

cedures (e.g., how often are C-arm positions changed to

improve sight of the target area? What are relevant

landmarks that the physician focuses on?). Nevertheless, to

allow the reader to form their own opinion, the source code

and MPI data of our study are available as open source.

DVR was already reported to be superior to surface-

based rendering techniques for localization of complex

vessel branches compared to standard MIP visualization

over a decade ago. However, it has also been described as

challenging in terms of display parameter selection and

transfer function selection [19]. As such, MPI as a back-

ground-free imaging modality is ideally suited for auto-

mated and standardized transfer function design: There is

no image information to be displayed other than the signal-

generating SPIO tracer. Therefore, although based on

selected cases, our observations are in line with prior

findings in the context of 3D medical image visualization,

and we assume the illustrated advantages to be transferable

to different endovascular procedures and situations.

From a technical perspective, our study demonstrates

that DVR-based 3D visualization of MPI image data fulfills

real-time capabilities. However, in terms of an intended

Fig. 3 DVR-based visualization of MPI data of a sacciform

aneurysm located in the internal carotid artery. Images with a gray

background show the temporal dynamics of the bolus from the lateral

(A–D) and anterior–posterior (G–J) viewpoints. For MPI, voxel

image intensity corresponds to local particle concentration (color

coding: red = high concentration; yellow = low concentration).

Panels E–F and K–L depict the generated 3D MPI roadmap and

reconstructed MIP data (similar to a clinical DSA image) from the

same perspective. In contrast to the 2D projection data, the 3D

visualization allows for identification and assessment of morpholog-

ical details like the outgoing aneurysm neck (arrow)
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Fig. 4 DVR-based visualization of middle cerebral artery (MCA),

successor branches and respective flow dynamics. Panels A–F depict

the bolus dynamics using intensity-based color coding (as per Fig. 3).

Panel G represents the reconstructed static 3D roadmap within the

corresponding MPI field-of-view. Panel H depicts a DSA-like MIP

reconstruction derived from the original flat panel CT dataset of the

patient

Fig. 5 DVR-based visualization of hepatic artery, subsequent

branches and flow information. Panels A–F represent the dynamic

color-coded visualization of the bolus inflow. The resulting 3D

roadmap within the MPI field-of-view (G) is compared to the

reconstructed DSA-like 2D MIP reconstruction (H). Visualization of

a virtual catheter tip (red sphere) positioned in the posterior vessel

branch was enhanced by application of a cutaway view (I, J). The
roadmap visualization contained superimposed vessels and overlap-

ping vessel boundaries (arrow); such geometry ambiguities can be

resolved by analysis of the dynamics of the bolus front
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future clinical application, the entire imaging pipeline has

to work in real time. In the present study, we applied an

online reconstruction with a latency of about 2 s [18],

which would preclude clinical application. Nevertheless,

reconstruction approaches with significantly reduced

latencies are already under development [11].

Ongoing MPI developments will further strengthen

suitability of MPI as a future interventional imaging

modality. These include: imaging of long-lasting blood

pool tracers [20], the identification and optimization of

alternative tracer materials that promise higher sensitivity

and spatial resolution than Resovist [21], trends toward

multi-patch reconstruction for effective imaging of a larger

field-of-view to overcome further limitations of current

preclinical MPI systems [22], and optimized image pro-

cessing enabling, e.g., more precise tracer-marked device

tracking [23].

Conclusion

The capability of MPI to provide volumetric images in real

time without the use of ionizing radiation renders it

promising for guidance of vascular interventions.

Advanced fast 3D visualization options—such as direct

volume rendering, detailed in the present study—will help

to fulfill this promise by immediate and intuitively inter-

pretable visualization of the 3D intervention scene.
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